
2019 Minnesota NAVHDA 

Pheasant Championship Rules 
 

1. “Teams” shall consist of two hunters and one dog.  Dogs may be of pointing, flushing or 

retrieving breeds.  Dogs need not be owned by either participant, but one participant shall be 

designated the handler and be responsible for the dog on the ground. 

2. Two field areas of relatively equal size and cover shall be utilized. A coin toss for field 

choice, prior to each run, will determine which field each team will be assigned. All 

participants must be at the headquarters area 30 minutes prior to their scheduled running 

time, and be ready for transportation to their field.  If a team is not present at the time birds 

are to be planted for its run, no birds will be planted in the absent team’s field.  No 

unauthorized dogs or persons are allowed in the field during competition.  Only workers are 

permitted in the bird planting area. 

3. Nine pheasants will be released for the first team of the day in each field.  Thereafter, six 

pheasants will be released in each field prior to the team entering the field. 

4. A judge will accompany each team in the field for scoring and observance of the rules.  

Scoring is based on pheasants bagged, dog work, shells fired, and elapsed time.  The team 

will finish when, 30 minutes have elapsed, six pheasants have been bagged, or 12 shells have 

been fired. 

5. The following point system will prevail:  

Description Points 

Each pheasant shot in the air and bagged 10 

Each pheasant pointed or flushed by the dog 5 

Each legitimately shot pheasant retrieved by the dog 5 

Each unused shell (out of 12) 3 

Each full minute left after 6 birds are bagged 2 

A 5 point deduction per non-pheasant shot will be assessed to the 

total score 
 

In the event of a tie for first or second place, a special 20-minute period, with a coin flip for 

field choice and with no birds added to the fields, will determine placement.  Teams may bag 

as many birds as possible with scoring as in the regular session.  If a tie still exists after this 

special period, the team with the earliest time for the first bird shot in their original              

30-minute run will be declared the winner. Should three or more teams tie for first or second 

place, the two teams with the earliest 1st bird shot will run off.  Ties for other places will be 

decided by the earliest time for the first bird shot.  Any ties which are not determined by a 

run off or first bird shot will be determined by a flip of the coin.  

6. The following field scoring rules will prevail: 

a. Birds must be shot in the air. 

b. Birds caught by the dog or birds not shot in the air, DO NOT count. 



c. Birds caught after a legal shot will count, if in the opinion of the judge, the bird was 

hit and the dog retrieved a wounded bird.  (A questionable bird may be plucked to 

verify the shot.) 

d. Points for dog work will not be counted until a legally shot bird is bagged. 

e. One dog find per legally shot bird maximum.  (No multiple points or flushes for the 

same bird.) 

f. The clock stops once the sixth bird is bagged. 

g. All judges’ decisions are final!  

7. Hunters must stay in their assigned area.  Birds flushed outside of their assigned area will not 

count.  If a bird is flushed from within the assigned area, then shot, but lands out of bounds, 

the handler may send the dog for the retrieve.  If the dog is unable to retrieve the downed 

bird, the handler may go out-of-bounds to assist the dog.  If this takes place, no points will be 

received for the retrieve but points for the bird will count.   

8. Any shotgun legal for the taking of game birds in Minnesota may be used.  Shot sizes larger 

than 7½ are prohibited. 

9. All hunters and judges must wear blaze orange hat and upper garment while in the field.  

Participants are responsible for supplying their own blaze orange attire. 

10. The dog is not being judged for style.  E-collars are permitted.  The two hunters and the dog 

are being judged as a hunting team.  Each team is responsible for the care and removal of its 

bagged birds. 

11. “In Season” bitches will not be permitted to participate.  Fifty percent (50%) of entry fees 

paid will be refunded. 

12. The team must hunt as a team within reasonable working range of the dog.  The limits of this 

range will be at the discretion of the judge.   Separated hunting team members will not be 

permitted.  RUNNING WHILE IN POSSESSION OF A GUN IS PROHIBITED.    

13. Teams may be disqualified for unsafe gun handling or unsportsmanlike like conduct.  The 

first offense will result in a warning; a second offense will result in disqualification. Team 

members may not consume alcoholic beverages before competing in the first round of 

competition or a tiebreaker. Failure to comply will result in disqualification.  Disqualification 

will result in forfeiture of the entry fee.   

14. No live ammunition will be allowed in the fields after completion of the competition. 

15. There will be a cash award and plaque for the first and second place team.  30% of the entry 

fee of each team running will be divided as follows: 70% to the first place team and 30% to 

the second place team.  The third place teams get the first two choices from the prize table.  

The fourth place gets the next two picks from the prize table.  This continues until all prizes 

are gone.  Plaques will be awarded to 1st through 6th place.  


